
BORDEAUX : GOLF & WINE TOUR
Combine a real tennis game with a day at the vineyard 

and/or golf course 



BORDEAUX

If today Bordeaux is classified among the
most beautiful cities of France by
UNESCO, it has been marked by a very
rich history that begins in antiquity. 

Bordeaux has a splendid architecture
with, for example, the Grand Theatre or
the legendary Place de la Bourse. It is a
river city that allows you to stroll along its
quays all year round and discover its
history by passing through the Chartrons
district and ending up at the Cité du Vin.

Enjoy an unique experience with a guide
to discover this amazing city. 

*Contact us for booking  



golf & wine tour 

STAY

Unique bespoke packages for real tennis players



châteaux in médoc 

Ranked among the 100 best golf courses in continental Europe, come and
discover two technical and pleasant courses, regularly hosting international

championships.
 

Enter an exceptional place with the most beautiful horizons and enjoy a lunch on
the terrace.

 
An unmissable destination combining golf, gastronomy, wine tasting and

relaxation between the estuary and the ocean for the most pleasant of stays.

golf du médoc resort 

The soul of the Châteaux has been forged by three centuries of history. From time
immemorial, the owners have reigned over their land, taking care to give the

Châteaux all their prestige.
 

Let us guide you through the history of the Châteaux alongside the great figures of
the estate and its wines.

 
Explore the heart of the Château with a guided tour of the cellars and discover

our wines during a commented tasting of wines



A 5 star golf course designed by one of the best architects in the world, the
American Tom Doak. An exceptional course which takes place in a valley bordered

by hundred-year-old oaks, framed by vineyards and located 10km from the
village of Saint Emilion. 

 
A unique golfing experience in France that combines the French art of living with

British golf.

Grand Saint-Emilionnais Golf Club

A beautiful escape in the vineyard to pierce the secrets of its soil, the highest
point of the region and better understand the work done at the property.

 
 

You will taste the wines of the Domain and discover the subtleties of this atypical
soil with a view on Saint Emilion. 

château troplong mondot 



wine tour 

STAY

Special packages designed for wine-loving real tennis players



full day château médoc 

 When one thinks of the Médoc, one immediately thinks of the vine and its
exceptional wines, the vision of a wine-growing area with a worldwide

reputation and 60 classified growths. On this châteaux road, discover the
most famous properties such as Château Margaux or Château Latour.

The wines of the Médoc are only red wines, made from a blend of the three
main grape varieties: cabernet-sauvignon, merlot and cabernet franc.

Additional grape varieties can be added: Petit Verdot and Cot (called Malbec in
Bordeaux).

 
Discovery of 2 Grands Cru Classés  in a private lounge around a wine tasting.  



full day château Saint Emilion 

Two thousand years of history between men and vines await you in the
Juridiction of Saint-Emilion, a remarkable example of a historic wine-

growing landscape that has remained intact.

Charming medieval village located in the heart of the famous Bordeaux
vineyard, Saint-Emilion is unique by the extent of its vineyard, the quality of

its wines and the majesty of its architecture and its monuments.
Enjoy a lunch in a french brasserie with local products. 

A beautiful escape in the vineyards to pierce the secrets of this Saint-Émilion
terroir, and better understand the work done at the properties.

 
You will taste the wines of the Domains and discover the subtleties of this

atypical soil with a view on Saint Emilion. 



Considered the symbol of Bordeaux wine tourism, La
Cité du Vin has attracted more than 1,500,000 visitors
with its unique architecture that offers access to the
world's wine riches and diversity. 

It ranks 7th among the best museums in the world
according to National Geographic. 

Its approach to wine, which it presents in its cultural,
patrimonial, civilizational and universal dimensions,
offers us a spectacular journey around the world,
through the ages and cultures.

The pinasse is the traditional boat emblematic of the
Bayssin d'Arcachon at 45 minutes of Bordeaux.

It is traditionally used for fishing and oyster farming.

 You will embark at the Bassin d'Arcachon to discover
the treasures of the Bassin and Dune du Pyla  the highest
sand dune in Europe.  You will enjoy sea food and local
oysters.  (5H)

*Contact us for booking  

WINE MUSEUM BOAT TOUR 

_ _



Exclusive luxury packages for real tennis players

*Golf bag rental option: 42 €

GOLF&WINE MÉDOC

Green fee Golf du Médoc
Lunch 
Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé
Transfer :

Bordeaux > Golf du Médoc
Golf du Médoc > Château > Bordeaux

Without Golf

Lunch 
Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé
Transfer : 

Bordeaux > Golf du Médoc
Golf du Médoc > Château > Bordeaux

GOLF&WINE SAINT ÉMILION 

Green fee Saint Émilion 
Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé
Transfer :

Bordeaux > Golf Saint Emilion 
Golf Saint Emilion Château > Bordeaux

Without Golf

 Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé

Transfer :
Bordeaux > Golf Saint Emilion 
Golf Saint Emilion Château > Bordeaux

TOTAL  = 305 € / pers TOTAL  = 197 € / pers

TOTAL  = 245 € / pers TOTAL  = 135 € / pers

*Rates for minimum 6



FULL DAY CHÂTEAU MÉDOC 

Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé Margaux
Lunch
Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé St Julien
Transfer :

Bordeaux > Châteaux > Bordeaux 

TOTAL  = 250 € / pers TOTAL  = 250 € / pers

FULL DAY CHÂTEAU SAINT ÉMILION  

Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé
Lunch
Visit and Wine tasting Grand Cru Classé
Transfer :

Bordeaux > Châteaux > Bordeaux

PINASSE TOUR 

Grand tour du bassin (5H)*
Transfer :

Bordeaux > Bassin d'Arcachon > Bordeaux

*Lunch extra

TOTAL  = 125 € / pers TOTAL  = 50 € / pers

DISCOVERY OF BORDEAUX

City tour with the guide (2H30)

*Rates for minimum 6

Exclusive luxury packages for real tennis players



partner luxury hotels 
 Treat yourself to a stay in one of Bordeaux's nicest hotel

Special hotel rates for a real tennis players only 

  Spécial discount



Located in the charming town of Le
Bouscat, a few minutes from the center of
Bordeaux, MAISON PAVLOV opens its
doors to eight spacious rooms and suites
nestled in a lush garden.

 The restaurant sublimates the products of
the garden in the respect of the seasons. 

This 5 star hotel in the heart of Bordeaux was first a
private residence where various notable families of
Bordeaux lived until 1968.

More than a luxury hotel, the Hotel Le Palais Gallien
is also an essential part of Bordeaux life. Its
gastronomic restaurant and cocktail bar offer a
luxurious and warm setting.

Maison Pavlov***** Palais Gallien*****

The owners Christophe and his daughter Anaïs San
José fell under the charm of this old private
mansion dating from the 18th century in the center
of Bordeaux. 

IIn designing the rooms, they have given each one a
personalized universe, by associating stone and old
parquet floors with furniture and design objects
from the greatest designers.

boutique hôtel***** 
From 240 € From 328 € From 300 €

contact@maisonpavlov.com
 +33 5 56 01 05 00

Mary HENCHLEY
contact@palais-gallien.com

+33(0)5 57 08 01 27

Joséphine BARREYRE

events@lebhb.com
+33(0)5 56 48 80 40

Joséphine BARREYRE

PROMO CODE : Real Tennis PROMO CODE : Real Tennis PROMO CODE : Real Tennis 

mailto:contact@palais-gallien.com
tel:0557080127
mailto:contact@palais-gallien.com
tel:0557080127


tour intendance***

Located in the heart of Bordeaux, in a historic
pedestrian street, you will enjoy the atmosphere
of the city while being quiet in this intimate
universe.

The architecture of the rooms with parquet floor
and visible stones offers a real comfort and
authenticity to the place.

In the heart of Bordeaux, the historic Bordeaux
house opens the doors to its four-star universe.

Inspired by a revisited 18th century classic, this
elegant and contemporary address combines
intimate comfort and personalized services.

 Simplicity, refinement and character are its
signature.

hôtel de sèze****

Bordeaux, like Mama, is a lively city. As the capital
of wine, it embodies this urban ideal of mixity and
energy.

Mama has set up shop in the historic center of
Bordeaux, on Place Saint-Christoly.
 Climb onto its roof, one of the few in the city, with
an unbeatable panoramic view.

mama shelter** 
From 207 € From 155 € From  182€

contact@hotel-tour-intendance.com
+33 (0)5.56.44.56.56 

Éléonore CASTEX

events.bordeaux@mamashelter.com
 +33 (0)5 57 30 45 24

Juliette BERNARD

reservation@hotel-de-seze.com
+33 (0)5.56.14.16.15

Agathe ETCHEPARE 

PROMO CODE : Real Tennis PROMO CODE : Real Tennis PROMO CODE : Real Tennis 

mailto:contact@palais-gallien.com
tel:0557080127
tel:0557080127
mailto:contact@palais-gallien.com
tel:0557080127
tel:0557080127
mailto:contact@palais-gallien.com


This château offers a unique experience in the heart of the Médoc, that of living
the life of a Château in this place steeped in history and refinement.

 
Since its construction in 1565 by Bishop François de Foix-Candale, then the
reign of the Dukes of Epernon, its reconstruction in 1757 by the Marquis de
Brassier, then the Achille-Fould family until 1986, the castle never ceases to

amaze, as much by its wines as by its living spaces

a night at the castle

*Contact us for booking : from 400 €



Mélodie Bourdy
 0033 (0)6 23 66 53 92 

mb@bourdygolf-experiences.com 
contact@bourdygolf-experiences.com

www.bourdygolf-experiences.com 
 


